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Abstract—The segmentation of mouth and lips is a fundamental
problem in facial image analyisis. In this paper we propose a method
for lip segmentation based on rg-color histogram. Statistical analysis
shows, using the rg-color-space is optimal for this purpose of a pure
color based segmentation. Initially a rough adaptive threshold selects
a histogram region, that assures that all pixels in that region are
skin pixels. Based on that pixels we build a gaussian model which
represents the skin pixels distribution and is utilized to obtain a
refined, optimal threshold. We are not incorporating shape or edge
information. In experiments we show the performance of our lip pixel
segmentation method compared to the ground truth of our dataset and
a conventional watershed algorithm.
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I. INRODUCTION

Lip segmentation is a basic method for various applications.

It can be utilized for lip reading, supporting speech recognition

or expression analysis (i.e. facial expression, estimation of

emotional state, pain recognition). Each application has its

own limitation concerning speed, accuracy and robustness.

The requirements for facial expression recognition can be very

different depending on application context.

Many algorithms are proposed to work on color images [2]–

[5], [9], [10]. Initially a color transformation1 is performed

to exploit the different chromaticity of lips from skin. In

common these transformations focus on red and green color

information, concerning the RGB color space. The output

of the color transformation is a single channel intensity

map of the mouth region, where the mouth is highlighted.

However, also some works have been published working on

normal gray images from monochrome cameras [6], [8], [12].

Basically, the segmentation approaches can be classified into

two groups. The first group is focusing on detection of lip

edges in the mouth region of interest (ROI) [2], [4]. They

apply active contour models to the color transformed ROI

[4] or use deformable Templates [2]. Some works stabilize

their Active Contours using support tracking points [1], [6].

The general assumption of edge based algorithm is, that the

lips generate prominent edges at the skin-lip crossing. In

monochrome images a simple shadow casting can already

cause serious problems. Colored images and their mouth-

highlighting transformed representation can work around this

issue. But still there is no guarantee the edges of the lips

create significant edges here. This might happen for many

cases. Mainly for asian people this rule holds true. However,

for european/caucasian this rule does not hold for all cases

1Some important transformation rules are described in Table I in section II

anymore, since the transition from skin to lip pixels does

not form rough edges here for all subjects and conditions.

Histogram based approaches do not suffer this drawback, since

they are not dependent on rough edges. This approach is a

consequent continuation of the initial color transformation.

The ROI is binarized into lip and non-lip pixels, where non-lip

pixels are mainly skin pixels. The crucial point in histogram

based algorithms is the definition of the threshold. A very easy

approach, mostly used for first rough mouth segmentation is

a fixed threshold, found by statistical average of numerous

samples [7]. A more adaptive approach sets up a watershed

like rule, which defines 15 percent of the darkest pixels in

their color transformed mouth ROI as lip pixels [9]. Other

works assume a certain topology in the histogram. Following

this idea they seek for a local minimum between a lip and a

skin heap in the histogram and define the threshold here [5].

Hybrid approaches combine both, color and edge information.

Commonly deformable templates or active contours with an

energy minimization referring to edge information and average

color intensity inside of the template (or contour) are used here

[2], [3].

In this paper we presume that the detection of face and

mouth ROI have been solved yet. Methods for face detection

[15] and mouth ROI [14] are available. An algorithm is

proposed, which will rely to color information only. First,

we select an adaptive threshold, which uses a very simple

approach but ensures that only skin pixels and no lip pixels

are selected. Second, based on an adaptively generated skin

model distribution another refined threhsold is obtained. We

do not use edge information in this method. Incorporation of

edge information can be very useful but can be also disturb-

ing. Especially when the mouth appears in different modes

(closed, opened, opened with teeth, etc.) the interpretation of

edges leads to complicated model assumptions. Therefore the

incorporation of edges needs some higher level assistance. In

this paper we want to show, what is the maximum available

result using color information only. A hybrid method can be

based upon the results presented in this article.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II

we give some insight to the behavior and statistics of different

color spaces concerning mouth region. Section III describes

our approach for an adaptive thresholding of histogram of the

mouth region. The results of our methods and comparisons

to conventional watershed algorithm, which also use color

information only are presented in section IV. Section V gives

a short summery and outlook.
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Fig. 1. The histogram of manual labeled skin and lip pixels for one sample
image. Class C (teeth) is not displayed here. The intersection is the bulk of
pixels which are ambiguous and can lead to classification errors.

II. COLOR HISTOGRAM STATISTICS

As mentioned in Section I color transformation to extract

the mouth borders or at least to support such is commonly

used. Our approach focuses on plain color based segmentation

without using any edge or shape information. The mouth

segmentation will be solved by plain histogram analysis.

Basically, a mouth ROI can contain three classes of pixels:

class A the lip-pixels; class B skin pixels and class C the

teeth pixels. B and C can be joined to a single class: non-lip

pixels. In our experiments we used 56 images under varying

illumination conditions. The images are manually labeled with

a ground truth for the classes A, B and C. The approximate

sizes of the sample images are 160x80 pixels. With respect

to different histogram structures for different mouth states the

samples contain images from three different types of mouth

states: (a) closed mouth, (b) opened mouth (also with teeth)

and (c) mouth with pressed lips (see Fig. 2). However, to our

knowledge we are unable to find any paper addressing the

problem of teeth and their potential impact to the histogram

of a mouth ROI.

A method exclusively based on histogram analysis needs a

color transformation where the intersection I = A ∩ (B ∪ C)
of the lip and non-lip pixels is minimal (see Fig. 1). Section

I referenced different approaches utilizing color for mouth

highlighting. Some of the most common formulas are listed in

Table I. Using the ground truth of our database, a comparative

statistic can analyze their ability to separate lip from non-lip

pixels, based on color information only. Motivated by prior

experiments the green channel of the normalized rg2 color

space (rg.g) was also considered here. The rg color space is

widely used for skin detection. It is not much different from

R/(R + G) but improves the results significantly. As results

from this analysis the green channel from rg.g was superior

to all others (Table I). The worst results were achieved by the

Y CbCr based color transformations. The best results were

achieved by the normalized green channel from the rg.g color

space.

Intersection of skin and lip color in the mouth ROI with

respect to different color transformations, with and without

teeth appearance. The percentage is relative to the whole

histogram and gives the false classified pixels (see Fig. 1)

2rg is the normalized RGB Space with r = R/(R + G + B) and g =
G/(R + G + B)

TABLE I
APTITUDE OF COLOR MODELS

Used in Transf. With teeth No Teeth
[2] Luv.u 4.61 % 3.16%
[11] G/B 5.97 % 2.59%
[3] G/R 2.30 % 1.45%
[4] Cr 11.75 % 10.97%
[4] Cr/Cb 13.08 % 11.16%
[9] R/(R + G) 2.36 % 1.48%

not found rg.g 0.09% 0.38%

using optimal threshold by ground truth. Luv.u is the u
channel of the Luv space and rg.g is the green channel of

the rg space. The analysis also revealed that each of the

both classes (skin and lip pixels) is following approximately

the rules of a Gaussian distribution in the histogram. Under

advantageous conditions lips and skin pixel form two well

noticeable bell curves in the histogram with a noticeable local

minimum in between (Fig. 2a). This can motivate approaches

like [5], searching for this minor local minimum. However,

these optimal cases cannot be assumed in general. The general

structure of the histogram can vary in different scenarios (Fig.

2). More complex situations can create numerous minor local

minima instead of only one major minimum. In other cases

the smaller bell curve related to the lip pixels can be directly

attached to the larger bell which represents the skin pixels

without producing any local minimum (Fig. 2b). This multiple

behavior can be observed independently from the chosen color

transformation. However, surprisingly the appearance of the

teeth had just a minor impact to the separability (see Table I)

using a histogram threshold. Actually the teeth pixels occupy

histogram slots in the upper intensity range of skin pixels after

rg.g color transformation. In some few cases they produce

another small bell curve (attached or even separated) in the

right of the skin pixel curve.

III. AUTOMATIC THRESHOLD DETECTION

Section II affiliates the rg.g color space is optimal for

lip segmentation from skin background. In this section we

will present a simple but very efficient method to find an

optimal threshold automatically. The problem is to identify the

optimal threshold from the real histogram. Both pixel classes

are Gaussian distributed after transformation to rg.g. One

crucial constraint of a histogram based approach for mouth

segmentation is to avoid wrong positive lip pixels (skin pixels

classified as lip). They produce a kind of flow out which causes

more damage to the segmentation than lip pixels which are

classified as skin pixels. The reason can be found in the general

shape structure of the histogram. Wrong positive lip pixels

are basically caused by a too high allocated threshold, with

respect to our rg.g transformation (other transformations like

the R/(R+G) the skin pixels have lower intensity than the lip

pixels). With increasing intensity of rg.g also the probability

of adding a high amount of pixels to the lip pixel class in one

single step is increasing (see Fig. 3). Therefore the algorithm

prefers a too low threshold rather, instead of too high, because

absolute number of wrong pixels will be smaller in that case.

In contribution to that, the focus lies on the approximation of
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Fig. 2. (Lower image row): Ground truth for our database. (a) normal mouth state, (b) open mouth with appearing teeth, (c) pressed lips with almost none
lip pixels left. (Upper row): the corresponding histograms after transformation to rg.g color space. The real histogram is the fat black line. The dotted lines
represent skin/theeth (no-lip) and lips. These information are only gathered by ground truth here and are a-priori unknown in application case.

the skin pixels distribution to estimate the lower limit of the

skin pixel intensities (see Fig. 3).

Let h(i) be the value of the the i’th bin of the histogram and

hmax the value of h(i) with maximum peak in the histogram,

x the intensity of a pixel in the color space transformed ROI. In

order to get the Gaussian distribution Gskin of the skin pixels

we calculate the meanH and the standard deviation σH from

all x ROI satisfying the following two conditions:

h (x) > thoc (1)

x > thmed (2)

with

thoc = hmax/4 (3)

thmed = (hlow + hhigh) /2 (4)

see Fig. 3a for explanation. The normal probability density

function is defined as follows:

p (x) =
1

σ
√

2Π
exp

(
− (x − μ)2

2σ2

)
(5)

Condition (1) is introduced with respect to the size ratio

of lip pixels to skin pixels. Condition (2) is a median for the

covered histogram bins with hlow being the first histogram

bin h(i) having more than 1 pixel (hhigh is the equivalent

from the back). These conditions operate as an a-priori hard

coded threshold related to (1) the size ratio of mouth to skin

and (2) the knowledge that lip pixels that are darker than

skin pixels in rg.g. This can be considered as rough pre

segmentation. For example, the median in condition (2) itself

is a suitable adaptive threshold to divide lip from skin pixels.

The two conditions were designed to avoid wrong positive

lip pixels by any means, adjusted using ground truth of our

base data. So ambiguities are excluded here by statistical

examinations. Therefore the Gskin is based on reliable skin

pixel information. In the next processing step this first rough

result is refined using Gskin. This is the main contribution of

our work enhancing it to be superior to other methods, which

only use a-priori estimation on mouth size (e.g. [Kim06]). This

Gaussian model allows the algorithm to select a foot point at

the bell curve of the skin pixels with the following condition:

t = argmin
i

(f (i) > ε) (6)

where f (i) is the density funciton to Gskin. With respect

to outliers and practical reasons we defined the threshold ε =
0.01. In words the approach is to avoid wrong positive lip

pixels. So the algorithm seeks the left footpoint of the gaussian

distribution (which represents the skin pixels), where (f (i)
becomes insignificantly small.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

TABLE II
VARIANCE OF THE RESULTS

Resultbase TP-μ TP-σ2 FP-μ FP-σ2

Ground truth 81.75% 3.88% 2.262% 0.002%
Proposed 80.24% 2.55% 2.200% 0.031%

Watershed 13% 79.16% 1.98% 3.917% 0.223%
Watershed 15% 87.74% 0.93% 5.933% 0.339%

In our experiments the algorithm was tested on the same 56

images which already were base of the statistical pre-analysis.

The images have a size of approximately 160x80 pixels. The

mouth sizes vary between in width between 120 and 150

pixels. The mouth height varies between 20 and 70 pixels.

The higher variance is due to the opening of the mouth as

greater impact to the height than the e.g. smiling has impact

to the width. The images are partially from the Faces Database

from CIT [13] and partially from own recored data with

various illumination conditions (see Fig. 6). Our method was

compared with the ground truth and a conventional watershed

algorithm which are discussed in following:
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(c) Optimal

Fig. 5. The distribution of all single results in TPR/FPR space. Our proposed algorithm (a) has significantly less FPR than the watershed (b). The optimal
thresholds were optimized according FPR (< 5%) by the manual labeled ground truth.
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Fig. 3. Based on our rough assumptions, we can define a class of reliable skin
pixels. From that one we can approximate a modeled skin pixel distribution
Gskin (dotted line). Gskin is stretched here by a factor to visualize it’s
similarity to the genuine skin pixel distribution taken from our ground truth.

1) The assumed optimal is achieved by the ground truth.

For each image of our samples the optimal threshold was

selected consulting the ground truth, such that threshold

t is obtained by following condition:

t = argmin
t

(
FP (t)2 + (1 − TP (t))2

)
or in words:
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Fig. 4. The cross on the left marks the quality of our proposed algorithm. The
curves represent the ROC plots for different watershed percentages ranging
from 10 to 30% in different color spaces. It’s obvious here, that our adaptive
threhsold is superior to threhsolds selected by a general watershed percentage.
This is independent from the choosen color space or the choosen percentages
for the watershed.

choose that t, which generates FP- and FP-rate plotting

closest to top left corner in the ROC curve. The meaning

of (FP (t)) is here the false positive rate with respect

to tested threshold t (TP accordingly).

2) A pure color based watershed algorithm, following

[5], was implemented. In common a watershed is

parametrized by the percentages for the target class,

according to the whole histogram. So the histogram

is added slot by slot starting from the lowest value.

Once a percental threshold (compared to all pixels in

the whole histogram) is reached the algorithm stops.

This is like an application of a-priori knowledge about

ratio of the mouth size to the size of the region of

interest, where the histogram has been taken from. Our

experiments included variations of the watershed with

percentages from 10% to 30%. Also different promis-

ing color transformations were applied, to exclude the

chance of inappropriate color model for watershed.

The results, compared to our proposed algorithm, are shown
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in a ROC plot in Fig. 4. In a ROC plot the optimum results is

the most top left. The one cross in the left marks the results of

our algorithm. The average hit rate of 80% appears moderate,

but is the results of some outliers (see Fig. 5). Compared to the

watershed based algorithm the proposed method can eliminate

the completely disturbed outliers with FP rates greater than

10% almost completely. As outlined in section II the primary

aim is prevention from false positive lip pixels. Even it has in

average the half FP rate, but maintaining the average quality

of 80% hitrate (Table II). Our results are very close to the

results achieved by choosing an optimal threhsold consulting

the groundtruth of our dataset. This can be seen as proof,

that our algorithm gets most out of the color information

and working with a plain color-/histogram-based algorithm.

Better results would need to add more features/knowledge to

the system. The best results with watershed algorithms were

achieved with percentages rates between 12% and 15% (so

13% and 15% have been choosen exemplary for table plots).

However, this is no big surprise, since the average ratio of

mouthpixels inside the images over all samples was 17.2%

and an average optimal hitrate of 80%. To achieve the same

true positive hit-rate as out adaptive the watershed algorithm

produces almost twice false positives(see Table II).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We presented a new adaptive pure color based method for

lip pixel segmentation. It performs better than conventional

watershed based methods since it can basically adapt better

to the various ratios of mouth to skin in the mouth ROI.

To summarize we can say, that drawback of the watershed

is it’s strict dependence from the mouth size vs ROI ratio.

Our method also utilizes this, but the refinement step can

compensate errata here. The different illumination samples

did not include completely disturbed scenarios like cross

fading with full loss of color information. So this algorithm is

however still based on ”‘good-natured”’ illumination but can

handle here different levels of illumination adaptively. We did

explicitly not compete with hybrid systems, which might have

better results and focused to color based methods only. Also

this work should be considered as first step toward a hybrid

mouth segmentation method including additional information

than only color. In future work we will develop a method using

color and edge information.
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